SUPPLEMENTAL RESULTS

AlkB does not bind the neutral, imino form of 1-me-dAMP
Raman excitation wavelength of 225 nm is specific for enhancement of the modes of the imino form 1 . The most intense bands in the 1-me-dAMP spectrum at 225 nm excitation correspond to the imino form at 1442 cm -1 (N6−H bending and N1−C6 stretching modes) and 1422 cm -1 (C2−H stretching and CH 3 bending vibrational modes) 1 as shown in (Supplementary Fig. 4B ). The intensities of these bands decrease in the presence of AlkB. While no change in band position is observed, the reduction in intensities seen as negative bands in the difference spectrum ( Supplementary Fig. 4D ) implies a decrease in the population of the imino form.
We interpret this decrease in the imino population as a shifting of the equilibrium between the amino-imino forms of 1-me-dAMP because of preferential binding of the enzyme to the amino form. This observation further strengthens our hypothesis of higher affinity for the protonated amino form of 1-me-dAMP by AlkB in preference to the neutral imino form.
Interaction of AlkB with nucleotides flanking methylated substrates
The crystal structure of AlkB with the 1-me-dAMP trimer reveals likely interactions between the two thymine residues flanking 1-me-dAMP. The C2-O group of the dT residue at the 3'-end of 1-me-dAMP as seen from the crystal structure 2 interacts with Tyr 55 and the methyl group of the dT residue 5' to 1-me-dAMP forms contacts with Ser 129. UVRR spectroscopy depicts the changes in the thymine residues adjacent to the methylated substrates. This is particularly evident in the case of 3-me-dCMP containing trimer (Fig. 5) rather than the 1-me-dAMP containing trimer as most of the dT bands are masked by the 1-me-dAMP bands occurring in similar positions. The interactions are manifested as downshifts of bands at 1483 cm -1 and 1203 cm -1 corresponding to the methyl group bending mode coupled with pyrimidine ring vibrations in water. In D 2 O, wavenumber shifts are observed for 1479 cm -1 , 1243 cm -1 and 1155 cm -1 bands , all corresponding to methyl group bending vibrations (Fig. 5) .
Crystal structures of AlkB with methylated DNA show that AlkB establishes contacts with the phosphate backbone but not with the bases further than those immediately flanking the methylated base 3, 4 . Vibrational spectrum of AlkB with a longer substrate, a pentamer, 5'-dC-dT-(1-me-dAMP)-dT-dC-3' (Supplementary Fig. 9 ), shows no observable perturbation in bands corresponding to dC located at the two ends of the pentamer. Hence the difference in rates of catalysis reported for longer substrates with AlkB 4 is probably due to the phosphate backbone interactions of the enzyme with oligomers.
Co-factors modulate the conformation of AlkB suitable for substrate binding
Fe
2+ and 2-oxoglutarate are the co-factors that regulate the catalytic mechanisms of the dioxygenase enzyme family. AlkB undergoes significant conformational dynamics throughout the process of binding to the enzyme and the release of product as seen from the solution-state NMR spectroscopic studies. AlkB appears to modulate its conformation for suitable substrate binding on addition of co-factors. The significance of co-factors in regulating substrate binding is seen from our experiments which demonstrate that co-factors are required for AlkB to bind methylated nucleotides.
As seen from Supplementary Fig. 5B , no changes are observed for the amino group of 1-me-dAMP upon addition of AlkB. There is also no reduction in intensity of bands or wavenumber shifts of the ring modes in the absence of co-factors in the difference spectrum obtained. This indicates that 1-me-dAMP does not have any strong interaction with AlkB in the absence of cofactors. 
